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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the complexity of proofs and
of searching for proofs in resolution. We show that the recently proposed algorithm of Ben-Sasson & Wigderson for searching for proofs
in resolution cannot give better than weakly exponential performance.
This is a consequence of our main result: we show the optimality of the
general relationship called size-width tradeoff in Ben-Sasson & Wigderson. Moreover we obtain the optimality of the size-width tradeoff for the
widely used restrictions of resolution: regular, Davis-Putnam, negative,
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1. Introduction
Proof Complexity Theory is concerned with proving non-trivial lower bounds on
the length of proofs of classes of tautologies in sound and complete propositional
proof systems. This question is closely related to an important open problem
in complexity theory. Cook & Reckhow (1979) proved that N P 6= co-N P iff
for every propositional proof system there is a class of tautologies that require
superpolynomial size proofs. Proving superpolynomial lower bounds is also
very relevant to the study of automated theorem provers. In many applications,
given a possible tautology, we are faced with the problem of finding a proof of
it, if one exists. Then we encounter two problems: (1) the complexity of the
smallest possible proof, which might be exponential in the size of the tautology,
and (2) the complexity of the proof search.
Regarding the first problem, most probably no propositional proof system
can prove all tautologies efficiently, otherwise P would be equal to N P (Cook &
Reckhow 1979), which is generally believed to be false. One approach to fixing
the inherent inefficiency of propositional proof systems, is to use the more
efficient ones. Then we are faced with the second problem. How hard is it then
to find proofs? It seems that the more efficient a proof system is, the harder it is
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to find proofs in it. Bonet et al. (2000b) defined a notion of automatizability. A
propositional proof system is automatizable if and only if there is a deterministic
procedure to find proofs in that system in polynomial time with respect to the
smallest proof in that system. In the sequence of papers Krajı̀c̆ek & Pudlàk
(1998) and Bonet et al. (1998, 2000b) it is proved that any propositional proof
system that simulates bounded-depth Frege is not automatizable, unless some
widely accepted cryptographic conjectures are violated. There is also evidence
that resolution is not automatizable (see Alekhnovich & Razborov (2001)).
There are some algorithms to find proofs in some proof systems. For instance, Davis et al. (1962), Ben-Sasson & Wigderson (2001) and Beame &
Pitassi (1996) gave algorithms for resolution, and Clegg et al. (1996) for polynomial calculus. The algorithms of Ben-Sasson & Wigderson (2001) and Beame
& Pitassi (1996) are both weakly exponential for resolution, and that of Clegg
et al. (1996) is polynomial for the system of polynomial calculus with bounded
polynomial degree. Therefore this bounded-degree polynomial calculus is automatizable. In this paper we study the performance of the algorithm proposed
in Ben-Sasson & Wigderson (2001) for finding resolution refutations.
Ben-Sasson & Wigderson (2001), based on previous work of Haken (1985)
and Beame & Pitassi (1996), defined the width as a complexity measure for
resolution refutations. Width of a refutation is the maximal number of literals
in any clause of the refutation. The importance of considering this measure
is twofold. On one side they were able to give a general relationship between
the width and the length of a refutation, reducing the problem of giving lower
bounds on the length to that of giving lower bounds on the width. The widthsize relation can be stated as follows: If F , an unsatisfiable formula over n
variables, has a resolution
refutation of size S, then it has a resolution refuta√
tion of width O( n log S). Through this relationship they obtained a unified
method to prove most of the previously known lower bounds for resolution.
On the other side Ben-Sasson & Wigderson (2001) made explicit a new simple
proof-search algorithm based on searching for clauses of increasing size. This
algorithm works in time T (n) = nO(w) where w is the minimal width of any
refutation of F .
The tradeoff of Ben-Sasson & Wigderson (2001) shows that for k-CNF,
with k a constant, if we can give a width lower bound equal to the number
of variables, then we have an exponential lower bound for the size of refuting
the formula. An immediate interesting question arising from the work of BenSasson & Wigderson (2001) is whether we can improve the size-width tradeoff
there obtained. That is, can we get a weaker width lower bound (e.g. to the
square root of the number of variables), but still obtain an exponential lower
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bound for the size?
Notice that an affirmative answer to this question for the case of unrestricted
resolution, could give exponential lower bounds for the size of resolution refutations of formulas such as the P HPnm, m ≥ n2 which at this point use a more
complicated argument (see Raz 2002; Razborov 2002).
Here we give a negative answer to this question for the case of unrestricted
resolution. In fact we find a k-CN F formula built over O(n2 ) variables, M GTn ,
having polynomial size unrestricted resolution refutations, but requiring Ω(n)
(the square root of the number of variables) width to be refuted. Combining
our result with the size-width tradeoff for tree-like resolution it turns out that
M GTn requires exponential size tree-like resolution proofs, and therefore it
provides an exponential separation between tree-like and unrestricted resolution
(see also Ben-Sasson & Wigderson 2001; Bonet et al. 2000a).
In this paper we also study whether for restrictions of resolution, different
from tree-like, we can obtain a better tradeoff result then that given for unrestricted resolution. We give a negative answer to this question. For restrictions
of resolution such as regular, Davis-Putnam, positive and negative, we show
the optimality of the same size-width tradeoff given for unrestricted resolution.
As for the case of unrestricted resolution this fact implies an exponential separation between tree-like resolution and all the restrictions considered. Similar
results were obtained in Bonet et al. (2000a) and Ben-Sasson et al. (2001).
Another important, even if negative, consequence of our result is that the
proof search algorithm proposed by Ben-Sasson & Wigderson (2001) is not
going to be efficient for finding resolution refutations in any of the restrictions
of resolution we consider.
In Section 2 we give the preliminary definitions that will be needed throughout the paper. In Section 3 we show the optimality of the width-size method.
In Section 4 we prove some consequences of the results of section 3.

2. Preliminaries
Let V = {x1 , . . . , xn } be a set of boolean variables. For a variable xi ∈ V let x̄i
denote the negation of xi . A literal `i can be either a variable xi or its negation,
¯ i = xi . A clause is a
with the convention that if `i = x̄i , then `¯i = xi and that x̄
disjunction of literals {`i1 , . . . , `ik }, possibly empty. A C(onjuntive) N(ormal)
F(orm) formula is a conjunction of clauses. For a formula F , let Lit(F ) be the
set of literals of F .
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Resolution is a refutation proof system for formulas in CNF form based on
the following resolution rule:
C ∨ x x̄ ∨ D
C ∨D
where if C and D have common literals, they appear only once in C ∨ D. A
resolution refutation of a CNF formula F is a derivation of the empty clause
from the clauses defining F , using the above inference rule.
We also consider some restrictions of the resolution proof system.
◦ tree-like resolution. Any clause in the proof is used at most once as
premise in a resolution rule.
◦ regular resolution. The proofs are restricted in such a way that any
variable can be eliminated at most once in any path from an initial clause
to the empty clause.
◦ Davis-Putnam resolution. The proofs are restricted in such a way that
there exists an ordering of the variables such that if a variable x is eliminated before a variable y on any path from an initial clause to the empty
clause, then x is before y in the ordering. Notice that Davis-Putnam
resolution is necessarily regular.
◦ negative resolution. The application of the resolution rule is restricted
to the case in which one of the premises must not contain any positive
literals.
◦ positive resolution. The application of the resolution rule is restricted
to the case in which one of the premises must not contain any negative
literals.
Let R ` F denote that R is a refutation of F (we use the notation `tl to
denote that the proof is tree-like). The size |R| of a refutation R is the number
of clauses used in R. The size complexity S(` F ) of refuting a CN F formula
F in resolution, is defined as min |R|.
R`F

Following Ben-Sasson & Wigderson (2001) the width w(F ) of a CN F formula F is defined to be the the number of literals of the largest clauses in
F . The width w(R) of a refutation R is defined as the size of the greatest
clause appearing in R. The width w(` F ) of refuting a formula F is defined as
min w(R).
R`F
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The following theorem, proved in Ben-Sasson & Wigderson (2001), gives
the tradeoff between size and width for the tree-like and the dag-like resolution
systems:
Theorem 2.1 (Ben-Sasson & Wigderson 2001). Let F be any unsatisfiable
CN F formula. Then:
(i) S(`tl F ) ≥ 2(w(`F )−w(F )) ;
(ii) S(` F ) ≥ exp(c ·

(w(`F )−w(F ))2
),
|Lit(F )|

where the constant c is an absolute constant, independent of F .
In what follows we will define the graph tautology that we will use to prove
the optimality of the size-width tradeoff. A binary relation R is asymmetric
if and only if for all pairs (x, y), (x, y) ∈ R → (y, x) 6∈ R and is linear if for
all (x, y), either (x, y) ∈ R or (y, x) ∈ R. A (strict) ordering is a transitive
and asymmetric relation. A linear (strict) ordering is a strict order that is also
linear.
It is straightforward to note that any strict order over a finite set defines (at
least) a minimal element. When we consider the directed graph associated to a
strict order, the previous property is equivalent to the following: each directed
acyclic graph, closed under transitivity and without loops must have a source
node.
We define a CN F formula, GTn , expressing the negation of the previous
property. ∀i, j ∈ [n], i 6= j, let xi,j be a variable whose intended meaning is
that (i, j) is a directed edge in a graph over [n]. GTn is then defined by the
following clauses over n(n − 1) variables:
(1) x̄i,j ∨ x̄j,k ∨ xi,k i, j, k ∈ [n], i 6= j, j 6= k, k 6= i
(2) x̄
i, j ∈ [n], i 6= j
Wi,jn ∨ x̄j,i
(3)
j ∈ [n]
k=1,k6=j xk,j

where the clauses in (1) say that the graph is transitive, those in (2) that it is
asymmetric and those in (3) that there is no source node.
Krishnamurthy (1985) was the first to consider this formula and to study
its complexity for resolution refutations. He conjectured that GTn required
long proofs in resolution. Stalmark (1996) refuted Krishnamurthy’s conjecture
giving polynomial size unrestricted resolution refutations.
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3. Optimality of the size-width tradeoff
Consider the equation giving the size-width tradeoff for the case of unrestricted
resolution:
(w(` F ) − w(F ))2
),
S(` F ) ≥ exp(c ·
|Lit(F )|

where c is an absolute constant independent of the formula F .
One way to show that this tradeoff is (almost) optimal is to find an infinite
family of unsatisfiable CN F formulas Fn such that
◦ w(Fn ) is O(1)
◦ S(` Fn ) is nO(1)
p
◦ w(` Fn ) is Ω( |Lit(Fn )|)

◦ |Lit(Fn )| goes to infinity as n grows.
Note that when F fulfills the three previous conditions, the tradeoff formula
doesn’t give us an exponential lower bound.
We will consider a modification of the formula GTn , that we call M GTn ,
and we show that M GTn fulfills the above requirements. We will show (see
Theorem 3.2) that polynomial size resolution refutations for M GTn can be
easily obtained from polynomial size resolution refutations of GTn . Therefore
we start by giving a polynomial size resolution refutation for GTn . This was
first given by Stalmark (1996). Our proof slightly differs from that of Stalmark.
However, this difference allows us to show that our refutations respect the
further restrictions of being Davis-Putnam (and therefore regular) and positive.
Theorem 3.1. There are polynomial size refutations of GTn in the following
proof systems: (i) dag-like resolution, (ii) Davis-Putnam resolution, (iii) regular
resolution, (iv) positive resolution.
Proof. We start by giving a scheme of the proof. Consider the following
abbreviations:
Cm (j) :=

m
_

i=1,i6=j

xi,j for all j ∈ [n]

A(i, j, k) := x̄i,j ∨ x̄j,k ∨ xi,k for all i, j, k ∈ [n] i 6= j 6= k 6= i
B(i, j) := (x̄i,j ∨ x̄j,i ) for all i, j ∈ [n] i 6= j
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The idea of the proof is to obtain clauses of the form Cm (j) from m = n
down to m = 2 in the following way:
Cn (1)
Cn (2)
. . . Cn (n − 1)
Cn (n)
Cn−1 (1) Cn−1 (2) . . . Cn−1 (n − 1)
..
.
C2 (1)

C2 (2)

For each k, Ck (1), . . . , Ck (k) are obtained in parallel, and for j = 1, . . . , k − 1,
each Ck−1 (j) is obtained using the clauses Ck (j) and Ck (k) derived in the
previous step, and the initial clauses A(1, k, j), A(2, k, j), . . . , A(k − 1, k, j) and
B(j, k). At the end we easily derive the empty clause from C2 (1), C2 (2) and
B(2, 1). Now we provide more details of the proof and show that it respects
the various restrictions of resolution.
Consider the following abbreviations:
j
Dk−1
(i) := Ck−1 (j) ∨ x̄i,k
k ∈ [n]/{1}, i ∈ [k − 1], j ∈ [n]
k−1
_
j
Ek−1
(i) := (Ck−1 (j) ∨
x`,k ) k ∈ [n]/{1}, i ∈ [k − 1], j ∈ [n]
`=i

The proof proceeds by steps going from m = n to m = 2. All the clauses
Cn (j), for all j ∈ [n], are initial clauses and therefore derivable. At the n−k+1th step, for each j = 1, . . . , k − 1, we prove in parallel each of the Ck−1 (j) in
the following way:
(a) Perform in parallel the following resolution steps, each one resolving the
variable xk,j :
Ck (j) A(1,k,j)
(1)
D j (1)
k−1

(2)
..
.
(j − 1)
(j)
(j + 1)
..
.
(k − 1)

Ck (j) A(2,k,j)
j
Dk−1
(2)
Ck (j) A(j−1,k,j)
j
Dk−1
(j−1)
Ck (j) B(j,k)
j
Dk−1
(j)
Ck (j) A(j+1,k,j)
j
Dk−1
(j+1)
Ck (j) A(k−1,k,j)
j
Dk−1
(k−1)

(b) Ck−1 (j) is then obtained by the following (tree-like) refutation in which we
are resolving on the variables x1,k , x2,k , . . . , xk−1,k :
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j
Ck (k) Dk−1
(1)

(1)

j
Ek−1
(1)
j
j
Ek−1 (1) Dk−1
(2)
j
Ek−1 (2)

(2)
..
.
(k − 1)

j
j
Ek−1
(k−1) Dk−1
(k−1)
Ck−1 (j)

Such a refutation respects the positive restriction, since at each resolution
step one of the premises contains only positive literals. It is also easy to see
that the following order of elimination of the variables is respected:
xn,1 , xn,2 , . . . , xn,n−1
x1,n , x2,n , . . . , xn−1,n
xn−1,1 , xn−1,2 , . . . , xn−1,n
x1,n−1 , x2,n−1 , . . . , xn−2,n−1
..
.
x2,1
x1,2
Therefore the refutation is Davis-Putnam as well as regular.



In the above refutation there are clauses of size Ω(n). We show below that in
fact any refutation of GTn must have clauses of such width. Note however that
in GTn there are initial clauses of size n − 1 and therefore GTn does not fulfill
the first requirement needed to show the optimality of the size-width tradeoff.
We consider a modified version of GTn , M GTn , such that: (1) w(M GTn ) ≤ 3;
(2) |Lit(M GTn )| = 2n2 − n; (3) from a refutation of GTn we can easily find a
refutation of M GTn , and (4) w(` M GTn ) ≥ Ω(n).
Consider the clauses with large width in the definition of GTn :
n
_

k=1,k6=j

xk,j for j ∈ [n]

For each j ∈ [n] let y0,j , . . . yj−1,j yj+1,j , . . . yn,j be n new extension variables.
M GTn is defined by replacing the large clauses in the definition of GTn with
the following set of clauses of constant width:
ȳ0,j ∧

n
^

i=1,i6=j

(yi−1,j ∨ xi,j ∨ ȳi,j ) ∧ yn,j for all j ∈ [n]

The intended meaning of the y variables is:
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i
_
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xkj

k=1,k6=j

M GTn has then constant initial width, and it is defined over 2n2 −n literals.
It remains to prove that: (1) there are polynomial size resolution refutations of
M GTn and (2) the minimal width for refuting M GTn is Ω(n) (observe that the
number of variables in M GTn is O(n2 )). We start by proving that the upper
bound holds, even for the restrictions of resolution.
Theorem 3.2. There are polynomial size refutations for the formula M GTn
in any of the following proof systems: (i) resolution, (ii) positive resolution,
(iii) Davis-Putnam resolution, (iv) regular resolution.
Proof.
M GTn

The proof follows a standard argument. From the initial clauses of
ȳ0,j ∧

n
^

i=1,i6=j

(yi−1,j ∨ xi,j ∨ ȳi,j ) ∧ yn,j for all j ∈ [n]

we derive the initial clauses of GTn
n
_

k=1,k6=j

xk,j for all j ∈ [n]

resolving on the y variables once at time and in a tree-like fashion. Then we
apply the polynomial size proof of GTn to these new clauses using the other
initial clauses. The part of the proof eliminating the y variables is in fact a
tree-like proof of size quadratic in n. Since the y variables get resolved one
time only, the regularity of the proof is preserved. It is also easy to see that
the new first part of the proof is a Davis-Putnam resolution since the following
order of elimination of the y variables is respected:
y0,1 , . . . , yn,1 ,
y0,2 , . . . , yn,2 ,
..
.
y0,n , . . . , yn−1,n .
To obtain a positive resolution refutation we only have to be careful to
eliminate the yk,j variables starting from yn,j for all j ∈ [n].
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Figure 3.1: Two linear directed graphs giving a 2-cta and a 4-cta for for GT6 .
In order to prove the lower bound for the width of refuting M GTn , we need
to introduce the notion of a critical truth assignment for the formula M GTn .
We start by giving the definition of critical assignments for GTn and then
extend it to the case of M GTn . A linear directed graph is the graph associated
to a strict linear order, i.e. a directed acyclic graph, closed under transitivity,
without loops, and in which every two nodes are linked by an edge (see Figure
3.1).
Definition 3.3. A critical truth assignment α for GTn is a linear directed
graph.
The idea is that if the variable xi,j correponds to the existence of a directed
edge (i, j) in the graph, then such a linear graph falsifies only one among the
initial clauses of GTn . This is because the graph is closed under transitivity,
there are no cycles, and every node except for the first one in the line has a
predecessor. We call a critical assignment a j-cta if j is the first element in the
linear graph. A j-cta falsifies only the initial clause
_
xi,j
i∈[n],i6=j

Switching from a j-cta to a k-cta is very easy in terms of the linear graph.
We put the node k in the first position in the line, and move all nodes before k
one position forward. In terms of the adjacency matrix of the graph this means
changing the 1’s by 0’s in column k and the 0 by 1’s in row k. The following
matrices show how to obtain a 4-cta from a 2-cta for GT6 (see also Figure 3.1).
2-cta for GT6
∗ 0 0 1 1
1 ∗ 1 1 1
1 0 ∗ 1 1
0 0 0 ∗ 0
0 0 0 1 ∗
0 0 0 0 0

1
1
1
1
1
∗

Denote with Cj the formula ȳ0,j ∧
definition of M GTn .

4-cta for
∗ 0 0 0
1 ∗ 1 0
1 0 ∗ 0
1 1 1 ∗
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Vn

i=1,i6=j (yi−1,j

GT6
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
∗ 1
0 ∗

∨ xi,j ∨ ȳi,j ) ∧ yn,j in the
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Definition 3.4. A j-cta α for M GTn is obtained by j-cta for GTn assigning
boolean values to the extension variables y’s in such a way that α 6|= Cj and
for all k 6= j, α |= Ck .
The next lemma shows that the previous definition is sound, that is we can
always extend a j-cta for GTn to a j-cta for M GTn .
Lemma 3.5. Any j-cta for GTn can be extended to a j-cta for M GTn .
Proof. Let α be
Wnthe j-cta for GTn . β will be the j-cta for M GTn . α falsifies
the initial clause k=1,k6=j xk,j . Hence it also falsifies the formula Cj for any
possible assignment to the the variables yi,j for i = 0, . . . , n. To define β
we have to specify how to assign values to the yi,k variables for i = 0, . . . , n
and forWk 6= j, in such a way to satisfy Ck . We can do this by considering
yi,k = il=1,l6=k xj,k , and assigning the same value to yi,k as α assigns to the
disjunction.

Notice that there is not a unique way to extend a j-cta for GTn to a j-cta
for M GTn . The variables yi,k don’t have to take the intended meaning for the
j-cta to satisfy Ck .
V
Recall that Cj is the formula ȳ0,j ∧ ni=1,i6=j (yi−1,j ∨ xi,j ∨ ȳi,j ) ∧ yn,j .
Let V ars(j) be the set of variables in Cj together with xj,i for all i 6= j; i.e.
the variables xi,j , xj,i for all i ∈ [n], i 6= j, and the variables yi,j for i ∈ {0} ∪ [n],
i 6= j.
Lemma 3.6. Let K be a clause, and l the number of literals appearing in K.
Then at most 2 · l sets V ars(j) have variables appearing in K.
Proof. Every variable xi,j belongs to two different sets, V ars(i) and V ars(j).
Each variable ys,i belongs to one set, V ars(i). So each variable of K can belong
to at most two sets V ars(j).

Theorem 3.7. Any resolution proof of M GTn must have a clause of width
Ω(n).
V
Proof. For each I ⊆ [n], let CI be defined as i∈I Ci . For any clause C in
a resolution proof of M GTn , let IC be a minimal I ⊆ [n] such that all critical
truth assignments satisfying CI also satisfy C. For any clause C we define a
measure µ(C) as the cardinality of IC . Observe that for any i ∈ [n], µ(Ci ) ≤ 1.
µ({}) = n since CI is satisfiable when I 6= [n]. µ is obviously subadditive, that
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is for any step in the resolution proof, the measure of the conclusion is less than
or equal to the sum of the measures of its premises. Therefore in any resolution
. We show
proof of M GTn there is a clause, say K, such that n3 ≤ µ(K) < 2n
3
that this clause will contain ≥ n6 literals. Assume for the sake of contradiction
that |K| < n6 . Consider the set IK and notice that |IK | = µ(K) ≥ n3 . By
Lemma 3.6 there is an l ∈ IK , such that no variable from V ars(l) belongs to
K. Let l be such an index from IK .
Consider any critical assignment α such that α(Cl ) = 0, α(K) = 0 and for
all j ∈ IK /{l} α(Cj ) = 1. This assignment exists by the minimality of IK and
moreover it satisfies all the clauses Ci for i ∈ [n]/{l}. Define J = [n]/IK . Since
|J| ≥ n3 (because |IK | < 2n
), by Lemma 3.6 we conclude that there is at least a
3
j ∈ J such that no variable from V ars(j) appears in K. We build a j-critical
truth assignment β from α such that β(Ci ) = 1 for all i ∈ IK and β(K) = 0,
and this leads to a contradiction by the definition of IK .
β is built by the following three steps. At the first step we change the value
of the x variables in M GTn , switching the l-cta α to a j-cta. This first step
does not affect the value of K since we only change the variables xi,j and the
variables xj,i . These are in V ars(j) and no variable from V ars(j) appears in
K.
For β to be a j-cta it has to satisfy the formulas Ck for k 6= j. Consider
the case k = l. After the first step β(xj,l ) = 0, hence the second step in the
definition of β will be to change the values of the variables yi,l for i = 0, . . . , n
as in Lemma 3.5. This last change will not affect the value of K since for
i = 0, . . . , n the variables yi,l belong to V ars(l) and no variable from V ars(l)
appears in K.
Finally we need β to satisfy the formulas Cs for all s 6= l and s 6= j. In the
third step we define β(yi,s) = α(yi,s ) for s 6= l and s 6= j. Notice that, no x
variable is changed from 1 to 0, except for those belonging to the j-th column
of the assignment (see e.g. previous example). Therefore, since α(Cs ) = 1 for
all s 6= l and s 6= j, then we have β(Cs ) = 1 for all s 6= l and s 6= j.
Under the hypothesis that |K| < n/6, we have defined an assignment β
that falsifies K, and satisfies all Ci , for i ∈ IK . This is a contradiction by the
definition of IK . Therefore, |K| ≥ n/6.

The following is an immediate corollary of previous two theorems.
Theorem 3.8. There is a family of constant-width CN F formulas {Fn } on
O(n2 ) variables verifying the following two properties: (1) {Fn } has polynomial
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size resolution refutations; (2) any resolution refutation of {Fn } contains a
clause having width at least Ω(n).

4. Consequences of the optimality result
Our result has several consequences. First of all the size-width tradeoff of BenSasson & Wigderson (2001) for tree-like resolution together with Theorem 3.7
give a lower bound of 2Ω(n) for the size of tree-like resolution proofs of M GTn .
Theorem 4.1. Any tree-like resolution proof of M GTn must have size Ω(2n ).
This Theorem allows us to prove that tree-like resolution is exponentially
separated from the other restricted systems of resolution we consider. These
separations were only recently obtained in Bonet et al. (2000a) and Ben-Sasson
et al. (2001).
Theorem 4.2. Tree-like resolution is exponentially separated from unrestricted,
positive, negative, regular and Davis-Putnam.
Proof. For the case of regular, Davis-Putnam, positive and unrestricted
resolution, the result is immediate since M GTn has polynomial size refutation
in these systems, but, by the previous theorem, require exponential size tree-like
refutations. For the case of negative resolution, we consider the unsatisfiable
formula M GT n in which the xi,j variables are replaced by zi,j whose intended
meaning is opposite to that of the x variables. It is easy to see that the positive
resolution proof for M GTn is in fact a negative resolution proof for M GT n .
Moreover the technique to obtain the lower bound for the width can also be
applied. We leave to the reader the details of this fact. This means that the
shortest tree-like resolution refutations of M GT n are exponentially long in n.
And therefore tree-like resolution is exponentially separated also from negative
resolution.

As we have seen in Section 2, the size-width tradeoff for tree-like resolution
is much stronger than that of dag-like resolution. This fact, combined with
our optimality result for the size-width tradeoff for dag-like resolution, allows
us to obtain an exponential separation between tree-like and dag-like resolution (Theorem 4.2). Therefore an interesting question is to know whether we
can also obtain exponential separations between other restrictions of resolution
(e.g. regular) and resolution, showing better tradeoffs for such restrictions of
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resolution. Our next theorem implies that this is not the case for regular, positive, negative and Davis-Putnam resolution. In fact we prove the optimallity
of the size-width tradeoff for all these restrictions.
Theorem 4.3. The tradeoff
(w(` F ) − w(F ))2
)
S(` F ) ≥ exp(c ·
|Lit(F )|
is optimal for the systems of regular, positive, negative and Davis-Putnam
resolution. The constant c is again an absolute constant.
Proof. The polynomial size refutations for M GTn provided in Theorem 3.2
are also in all the restrictions but negative resolution. By Theorem 3.7 any
resolution refutation of M GTn (in particular in any of the considered restrictions) must have a clause of size Ω(n). The result is hence immediate for these
restrictions. In the case of negative resolution the result follows by an argument
similar to that applied in the previous Theorem.

A refutation system is automatizable if there is an algorithm A such that,
for any unsatisfiable formula F , A finds a refutation of F in that system in
time polynomial in the size of the shortest proof of F in that system.
Ben-Sasson & Wigderson (2001) considered a simple algorithm, for finding
resolution proofs based on the idea of seeking for refutations of minimal width.
Let F be a unsatisfiable CN F formula. Consider the following algorithm:
C:= Clauses of F
w := 0
While 2 6∈ C Do
w := w + 1
apply resolution rule to clauses in C to derive
all possible clauses of width ≤ w.
Add the clauses obtained to C
End
By definition of width it is immediate to see that the possible number of
clauses that the above algorithm can produce is bounded by nO(w(`F )) . Therefore the running time of the algorithm on input F is bounded by nO(w(`F )) .
Our main result (Theorem 3.8), implies that it cannot be used to obtain the
automatizability of any of the resolution systems considered. This is because
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we have a formula, M GTn , that has polynomial size resolution refutations, but,
since the minimal width for refuting M GTn is Ω(n), then the algorithm will
require an exponential number of steps to find a refutation of M GTn in any of
the considered restrictions.
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